The journal *Flagmaster* was first published by the newly founded Flag Institute in 1971. It appeared more or less quarterly from Issue 001-159 (2019), then twice-yearly from Issue 160 (2020). *Flagmaster* succeeded the Heraldry Society Flag Section *Newsletter* (4 issues - Spring 1969 to Winter 1970) and was briefly replaced in 1974/5 by the *Flag Institute Bulletin*. The *Bulletin* consisted of several sections - Civic Flags, Correspondence, Flag Institute News, Military Flags, New Books, New Flags, Political Changes - each paginated separately and not necessarily included in every issue. After publication ceased, the five issues of the *Bulletin* were renumbered retrospectively as *Flagmaster* Issues 19-23. *Flagmaster* then resumed publication at Issue 24.

Issues of *Flagmaster* are numbered in **bold**. Issues of the Flag Institute Bulletin are prefixed **FIB**. Issues of the *Heraldry Society Flag Section Newsletter* are prefixed **HS**.
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East Africa under British colonial flags, pt. 2, 141: 6-7
Proposed national flag, 18: 4, 7
New national flag, 20/FIB2: NF1
New national flag and arms, 21/FIB3: NF1–2
All change in the Seychelles, 82: 5–6

SEYCHELLES: Political flags
People's United Party, 9: 3

SIBERIA
Flag of separatist movement, 71: 4

SIERKSMA, Klaes
Flaggeboek Hesman reviewed, 21/FIB3: NB2

SIERRA LEONE
Becomes a republic, 2: 10
Queen's Standard for Sierra Leone, 59: 2
Aircraft markings, 146: 18-19

SIGNAL FLAGS: Books reviewed
Edward Murphy's flag charts by Ian Sumner, 150: 9-11
Lord Howe's signals and instructions for the ships of war 1776, 64/65: 15–16
Purves, Alec, Flags for ship modellers, 41: 7
Sailing and fighting instructions for HM Fleet 1775...reviewed, 64/65: 15

SIMKIN, P. & GIBBS, B
The Guards reviewed, 8: 8

SINGAPORE
Aircraft markings, 154: 12-13
Singapore Armed Forces, 62: 7
Somewhere over the rainbow, 82: 7–11
Singapore flag raises eyebrows, 138: 12

SLOVAKIA
New flag, 72: 7; 74: 9
Seventy-five years of Czechoslovakia, 73: 1–5
Slovak regional flags: a new approach, 113: 3
Some more vertical problems, 145: 12

SLOVENIA
Declarations of independence, 66/67: 8
The Republic of the Serbs, Croats and Slovenes, 68: 1–5
New flags and arms, 69: 4–5
New flag, 71: 5; proposals, 111: 6; 112: 13
Slovenia rings the changes [jack, governmental & distinguishing flags], 89: 3–4
Slovenia to change its flag?, 103: 15

SMITH, Whitney
Flags of a forgotten people [Palestine], 13: 4–6
Flags for a British Republic, 66/67: 10
Where our true loyalty lies, 87: 5–6

SMITH, Whitney: Books reviewed
Flag book of the United States reviewed, HS4: 10
Flags and arms across the world reviewed, 30: 7
Flags through the ages and across the world reviewed, 18: 8–9

SOKOLOV, V.A.
Flagi rossiiskoi imperii i SSSR v dokumentakh reviewed, 107: 3

SOLOMON ISLANDS
New national flag, arms, and ensigns, 23/FIB5: NF1–3
National arms, 24: NF6

SOMALIA
Aircraft markings, 141: 8-9
Flag history, 128: 4-5, 130: 6-7

SOMALIA: British Somaliland
East Africa under British colonial flags, pt. 2, 141: 6-7

SOMALIA: Separatists
Somaliland, 85: 7
New flags [Puntland, Somaliland, South-West State], 111: 7

SOUTH AFRICA
South Africa: yesterday, today and tomorrow, 75/76: 1–2
South African flags and history, 75/76: 3–4
South African flag changes 1910-93, 75/76: 5–8
500 years of flags: South Africa 1488-1994, 138: 4-5; 140: 6-7; 143: 8; 145: 8-9; 147: 18-19; 149: 6-7; 151: 8-11; 153: 9-11

SOUTH AFRICA: Air Force flags
First SAAF ensign, 101: 18
New South African Defence Force flags, 109: 6
Aircraft markings, 131: 19; 139: 6-7

SOUTH AFRICA: Aviation flags
Old South African air ensign, 101: 18

SOUTH AFRICA: Bantustans
Flags of the Bantustans by C. Pama et al., 17: 1–5, 7
Bophuthatswana, flag, 21/FIB3: NF3
Ciskei, new flag, 11/12: 7; standard, 14: 5
Kangwane, arms, 33: 3; 45: 4
Kwandebele, flag, 46: 4
KwaZulu, created, 6: 7–8; reported flag and arms, 22/FIB4: NF1, 3
Transkei, national arms, 5: 6
Venda, new flag, 11/12: 7; flag, 28: 5; flag and arms, 29: 2; Defence
Force flag, 57: 3
SOUTH AFRICA: Boer Republics
Flags of [Goshen, Natalia, New Republic, Orange Free State, South African
Republic, Stellaland, Transvaal, Voortrekkers], 75/76: 8–10; 102: 12-14
SOUTH AFRICA: Book reviews
The South African flag book by A.P. Burgers, 129: 14

SOUTH AFRICA: Civic flags
The old order changeth: flags of Durban by Bruce Berry, 120: 5

SOUTH AFRICA: Display and use
The FIFA World Cup South Africa 2010, 136: 18
Lord Milner Hotel, Matjiesfontein, 133: 15
South Africa denies its history, 145: 14

SOUTH AFRICA: Ethnic flags
Corralled by history: Afrikaners seek a new flag, 125: 8-9

SOUTH AFRICA: Government flags
Flags for the Commonwealth [Governor General], 59: 1
Defence Force flag, 49: 5
South African Police flag and badge, 54: 3–4

SOUTH AFRICA: Head of State
South African flag changes 1910-93, 75/76: 5–8

SOUTH AFRICA: House flags
British South Africa Company flag, 146: 13
The floating flag, 136: 12

SOUTH AFRICA: Military flags
Intelligence Corps, 57: 3-4
South African flag changes 1910-93, 75/76: 5–8
New South African Defence Force flags, 109: 6

SOUTH AFRICA: Military flags: Books reviewed
Brownell, F.G., South African military colours 1664 to 26 April 1994, pt. 2,
vol. 1, 1912-1961, 115: 3

SOUTH AFRICA: National flag
A name for the South African flag?, 107: 13

SOUTH AFRICA: National flag: Books reviewed
Burgers, A.P., Sovereign flags of southern Africa, 87: 14; 89: 15
Partridge, A.C., The story of our South African flag, 7: 9

SOUTH AFRICA: Navy
South African flag changes 1910-93, 75/76: 5–8
New ensign, 77: 12; 79: 11
New South African Defence Force flags, 109: 6

SOUTH AFRICA: Political flags: Books reviewed
Rault, Philippe, Afrikaner political flags, 89: 15
SOUTH AFRICA: Political parties

The vexillology of South African politics, 73: 9–12
Afrikaner Weerstandsbewegung, 51: 4
Right wing organisations, 49: 7–8
United Democratic Front, 51: 4
South African flag changes 1910-93, 75/76: 5–8; 77: 12

SOUTH AFRICA: Provincial flags

New provinces, 80: 10

SOUTH AFRICA: Provincial flags: KwaZulu-Natal

Flag history, 128: 16-17

SOUTH AFRICA: Social flags

South African war veterans' flags, 134: 4-5
Treasures in the attic: a very different South African flag, 144: 3

SOUTH GEORGIA & SOUTH SANDWICH ISLANDS

Flag changes in the United Kingdom: new flags created, 142: 10-11

SOUTH SUDAN

Sudan divides into two, 140: 5

SOUTHWORTH, Chris

The civil ensign of Israel, 105: 6
Flags of Sarawak: a short history, 120: 4-5
French Protectorate of Morocco, 120: 6-7
Spanish Protectorate of Morocco: 122: 3

SPAIN: Air Force flags

Presentation of standard to Zaragoza Air Group, 128: 20

SPAIN: Civic flags


Civic flags of Aragon [Asin, Botorrita, Castiliscar, Cerveruela, Fuedejalón, Nombrevilla, Navallas, Retascón, Tierz, Tramacastilla de Tena, Fréscano, La Alamolda, Vierlas], 98: 5-7; [Aguarón, Almonacid de la Cuba, Almonacid de la Sierra, Fabara, Luesia, Ojos Negros], 102: 18; [Aladrén, Albeta, Atea, Bujaraloz, Cetina, Cinco Olivas, El Bsute, Mequinensa, Miedes de Aragón, Sierra de Luna, Sobradiel, Torrelacárcel], 104: 11-13; [Arcos de Salinas, Las Cuevas de Cañart, Mesones de Isuela, Murillo de Gállego, Villafeliche, Villarquemado], 108: 15

[Madrid], 5: 4–5


SPAIN: Display and use

Perejil Island controversy, 106: 12
A new way to show mourning, 113: 4
Row over Gibraltar flag in Spain, 140: 14

SPAIN: Government flags

The Spanish Republic 1931-39, 96: 12-13; appears at political
demonstration, 112: 13

SPAIN: Military flags
The Spanish Republic 1931-39, 96: 12-13

SPAIN: Military flags: Books reviewed
Peña Lopez, Juan Manuel & Alonso Gonzalez, José Luis, *La Guerra Civil y sus banderas*, 116: 19
Wise, T., *Military flags of the world 1618-1900*, 24: NB1

SPAIN: National flag
National arms and flag, 36: 2–3

SPAIN: Naval flags
The flag of the *San Juan Nepomuceno*, 88: 7; 118: 9; of the *San Ildefonso*, 117: 20
The Spanish Republic 1931-39, 96: 12-13

SPAIN: Naval flags: Books reviewed
Wilson, T., *Flags at sea*, 50: 8

SPAIN: Political flags: Dissidents
Spanish Republican flags reappear, 145: 13

SPAIN: Political flags: Separatists
Movement for the Independence of the Canary Islands from Spain, 3: 5; 5: 10
Catalan independence flag hoisted, 145: 12

SPAIN: Regions, etc
Regional flags survey, 35: 6–10
Flags of the Regions of Spain: a further update, 39: 5
Andalucia, flag history, 22/FIB4: R–3–6; Flag carried in pro-autonomy demonstration, 21/FIB3: PC3; Dissidents, 17: 6
Asturias, Flag history, 25: R1–4
Baleares, Flag history, 27: 5–8
Castille, Castilian nationalist flags, 118: 12
Catalonia, Catalan civic flags, 95: 12–13; 102: 26-27; increased autonomy, 18: 4; flag officially adopted, 21/FIB3: PC1–2
Euskadi, Flag officially adopted, 21/FIB3: PC1
Madrid, New flag adopted, 45: 2
Flag of Melilla, 132: 15
More flag controversies in Spain [Navarra] by Alex Cachinero-Gorman, 160: 4-6
Vizcaya, Municipal flags of Biscay, 99: 10-11; correction, 100: 13; 126: 4-5

SPAIN, Charles A., Jr
Who designed the Lone Star Flag?, 100: 6-9

SPORTS FLAGS: Commonwealth Games
Flags for the Commonwealth, 59: 1–3
The XVI Commonwealth Games [1998], 92: 12
The XVII Commonwealth Games [2002] by Adrian Levin, 106: 7
The 2014 Commonwealth Games by Charles Ashburner, 152: 18-19

SPORTS FLAGS: Football
The 2002 World Cup, 106: 19
The FIFA World Cup South Africa 2010, 136: 18
The World Cup in York, 136: 14

SPORTS FLAGS: Olympic Movement
100 years of the Olympic Games, 84: 1–8
Flags at the Olympic Games 1972 by W.G. Crampton, 7: 4–6
13th Winter Olympics (Lake Placid), 29: 2
Flag and symbols used by Taiwan, 28: 7; 29: 5
Flag of united Korean team at 2000 Olympics, 100: 13
Flags at 2000 Olympics [Australian Aborigine, Germany, Korea], 102: 28
Olympic oddities [from the 2004 Games], 113: 14
Flag protests mar Olympic ceremony, 127: 13
Beijing 2008 Olympics, 128: 13-14
London 2012 flag concern, 136: 12
Developments in London 2012, 137: 15
London Olympics 2012 Flag News, 140: 14
Row over Gibraltar flag in Spain, 140: 14
Flags of the XXX Olympiad - London 2012, 144: 10-11
The Olympic torch, 144: 12
Rio 2016, 157: 4-5

SPORTS FLAGS: Yacht clubs
Lloyd's Register, American yacht flags, 7: 9-10
Lloyd's Register, Lloyd's register of yachts, 2: 10

SRI LANKA
Independence, 6: 7
Historical flags of Sri Lanka, 30: 7
Sri Lanka flag exhibition, 33: 1–2
Constitution, 84: 11
Flags, as shown in the 2000 Album des pavillons: 100: 11

SRI LANKA: Air Force flags
Aircraft markings, 152: 6-7
Ensigns, 94: 5–6
Marine flags and air ensigns of Sri Lanka, 130: 16-17

SRI LANKA: Books reviewed
Fernando, Edith M.G., Sri Lanka flags, 33: 7

SRI LANKA: Head of State
New Presidential flag, 61: 7

SRI LANKA: Maritime flags
Marine flags and air ensigns of Sri Lanka, 130: 16-17

SRI LANKA: National flag
Original flag of Ceylon, 131: 15

SRI LANKA: Naval flags
Naval ensigns and command flags, 94: 5–6
Naval ensign, 101: 11
Marine flags and air ensigns of Sri Lanka, 130: 16-17; corrected, 131: 18

STAACK, Gunnar
Flaggen deutscher Städte reviewed, 87: 15
Flaggen deutscher Städte 1: Regierungsbezirk Köln reviewed, 109: 5

STEPHENS, F.J.
Hitler Youth reviewed, 15: 9

STELLALAND
Flags of the Boer Republics, 75/76: 8-10
STRIKLAND, Adrian
Malta: the island of flags, 75/76: 17-19
SUDAN
Creation of new Southern Province [including Anya-Nya], 5: 7; new flag, 13: 3
Sudan divides into two, 140: 5
SUDAN: Air Force flags
Aircraft markings, 141: 8-9
SUDAN: Government flags
Police flag, 54: 6
SUDAN: Political flags: Separatists
Anya-nya, 2: 5
SUMNER, Ian
Chasing rainbows, 161: 16-18
Edward Murphy's flag charts, 150: 9-11
Fire brigade flags from around the world, 120: 10-11
The FM Interview: Scot Guenter, 161: 12-14
Library Note, 106: 2
'Our dear old rags': regimental colours at Waterloo, 154: 8-11
A presentation Newfoundland ensign, 126: 6
Vexillology on-line, 100: 2
SUMNER, Ian: Books reviewed
British colours and standards 1747-1881, 105: 4
SURINAM
Independence, 18: 4, 6
Flag reported, 55: 4
SWAZILAND: Government flags
Royal Police flag, 54: 6
SWEDEN: Civic flags
[Stockholm], 5: 5
SWEDEN: Military flags: Books reviewed
Schorr, Dan, Swedish colours and standards of the Great Northern War
reviewed, 64/65: 16
Wise, T., Military flags of the world 1618-1900, 24: NB1
SWEDEN: Naval flags
Crosses, a lion and herring salad, 121, 1-2; 122: 6-7
SWEDEN: Regional flags
Bohuslän, new flag, 87: 10
Jämtland, new flag, 83: 8
Småland, new flag, 83: 8
SWITZERLAND
Creation of new Canton of Jura, 17: 7; 18: 2
SWITZERLAND: Books reviewed
Galliker, J.M., Schweizer Wappen und Fahnen, 74: 12
SWITZERLAND: Civic flags
Basel-Stadt/ Basel-Land, 5: 9
[Berne], 5: 5
SWITZERLAND: Cantonal flags: Jura
Flag recognised once more, 25: PC1
Jura Libre Movement, 2: 4; 3: 6; 5: 9, 10

SYRIA
Aircraft markings, 148: 6-7
National flag resumed on dissolution of Federation of Arab Republics, 30: 6
National arms, 39: 4
The old flags return, 140: 12
Syria: two stars or three?, 149: 8

SZALA, John R.B.
Black Liberation flag, 6: 6–7

TAIWAN see CHINESE TAIPEI

TAJIKISTAN
Aircraft markings, 150: 6-7
New flag and national emblem, 73: 6

TALOCCI, Mauro
Guide to the flags of the world reviewed, 37: 8

TANZANIA: Air Force flags
Aircraft markings, 141: 8-9

TANZANIA: Books reviewed
Karashewski, Jörg M., Flaggen in den deutschen Schutzgebieten, 124: 19

TANZANIA: Fantasy states: M’simbati
Where our true loyalty lies, 87: 5–6

TANZANIA: Government flags
Police flag, 54: 6

TANZANIA: Political parties
CCM / Chama cha Mapinduzi cha Tanzania [Revolutionary Party], 22/FIB4: NF4; 29: 5

TANZANIA: Tanganyika
Aircraft markings, 141: 8-9
German colonial flags: a correction, 136: 16-17
Flags under the British Mandate, 115: 1-2
East Africa under British colonial flags, pt. 2, 141: 6-7
Political flags: 115: 7

TANZANIA: Zanzibar
East Africa under British colonial flags, pt. 2, 141: 6-7
National flags 1963-64, 99: 3
New flag under consideration, 112: 12

TARNOVSKY, Oleg
The history of the flags of Djibouti, 22FIB4: R7–9
Flag history of Saudi Arabia, 41: 5–7

TERRANIA, International Nation of, 11/12: 9

TERTITSKY, Fyodor
The North Korean flag: its unusual origins and meaning, 160: 30-33

TEXAS, Republic of see United States: Texas

THAILAND: Air force
Aircraft markings, 152: 6-7

THAILAND: Display and use
After tsunami disaster, 115: 13

THAILAND: Separatists
Pattani, 18: 3
The Year of Independence, 18: 1–2
TIBBETTS, Philip
  A flag for Northamptonshire, 152: 1-3
  Flags for the Black Country, 138: 8-10
  London City State flag, 161: 19-21
TIBET
  Flag not flown during visit of Dalai Lama, 112: 14
  Flags flown during visits of Chinese dignitaries, 96: 14; 118: 17
TIMOR LESTE
  Colonial flags and badges of Portugal, 148: 9-11
  National flag of East Timor, 105: 6
TOGO
  German colonial flags: a correction, 136: 16-17
  Aircraft markings, 146: 18-19
TONGA
  Independent, 1: 8
  Ensign of Maritime Force and Defence Forces flag, 57: 2
TONGA: Fantasy states
  'Republic of Minerva' created, 7: 2
TORO
  The kingdoms of Uganda: old kings regain their thrones, 74: 10–11
TRACCHIA, Gus
  Flags of Argentina: genesis of the Argentine national colours, 125: 1–2,
    127: 10–11
TRINIDAD & TOBAGO
  Flags of Trinidad and Tobago past and present, 143: 18-19
TRISTAN DA CUNHA: National flag
  A flag for Tristan da Cunha by Graham Bartram, 107: 6
TWIGG, Aeres
  Y Ddraig Goch / The Red Dragon reviewed, 105: 4
TUNISIA
  Aircraft markings, 146: 18-19
TURKEY: Display and use
  Two die in flag-related soccer riot, 99: 14
TURKEY: Flag manufacture
  Smallest ever flag, 138: 13
TURKEY: Head of State
  Arms of Sultan Abdul Hamid II 1876-1909, 137: 17
TURKEY: Political flags: Separatists
  Kurdistan, flag, and PUK emblem, 51: 6
  Kurdish demonstrations, 152: 5
  Kurdish flag reported, 55: 4
TURKMENISTAN: Air Force flags
  Aircraft markings, 150: 6-7
TURKMENISTAN: Head of State
  Modifications to President's flag, 124: 12
TURKMENISTAN: National flag
New flag and emblems, 71: 2
Modifications to the national flag, 85: 5–6

TURKS & CAICOS ISLANDS
Territories in the sun - Her Majesty's Caribbean islands, 145: 1-2

TUVALU
National arms, 19/FIB1: PC1
Flag and arms details confirmed, 21/FIB3: NF2–3
New national flag and arms, 24: NF1–2
Possible new flag, 79: 11
New flag, 80: 9
All change in Tuvalu, 81: 5
Old flag restored, 85: 6–7

UGANDA
Aircraft markings, 141: 8-9
The kingdoms of Uganda: old kings regain their thrones, 74: 10–11

UGANDA: National flag
East Africa under British colonial flags, pt. 1, 139: 18-19

UGANDA: Native kingdoms
Flags of the Ugandan kingdoms by John McMeekin, 161: 22-26
The kingdoms of Uganda: old kings regain their thrones [Ankole, Buganda, Bunyoro, Toro], 74: 10–11

UKRAINE
Brief flag history, 60: 2-3
New flag and coat of arms, 71: 12
Ukraine: a state in turmoil, 151: 16-17

UKRAINE: Books reviewed
Mista ta mistechka v gerbach, praporakh i pechatkach – towns and cities: arms, flags and seals I, 115: 3

UKRAINE: Civic flags
Ukraine city flags: a new tradition begins, 92: 3-5
[Flags of Malekhiv and Netishin], 99: 7
Ukraine regional and civic flags [Ivano-Frankivsk, Kreminna, Lotmsmanska Kamjanka, Svitlovodsk, Ulyanovka, Uman], 105: 20; [Chernivtsi, Odessa Regions, Dobrovelychivka, Brody, Pereyeslav-Khmelnysk, Rakhiv Districts], 108: 11; [Khotyn Region, Ptrove District, Lutuhnye, Petrove, Znamyanka], 111: 8; [Lokachi, Mezhove, Tityiv and Vilshanka Rayons, Oliynykova Sloboda, Rovernyk, Sokyrntsi, Svyatohirsk, Vilshanka town, Zarih, Zbryzh], 113, 1-2; [Dniepropetrovsk rayon, Kholopchy, Mykolayivka, Pologi, Staryi Merchyk] 117: 8; [Chutivka, Bovariv, Novikh, Nova Praha, Chevel, Malogo Shpakov], 126: 17; more Ukrainian town flags appear [Losynivka, Rakivchyk, Rayozero, Rudno, Staryi Irzhavets, Volochysk] 129: 16

UKRAINE: Government flags
Frontier Force ensign, 75/76: 12; 84: 11
Proposed flag for the Hetman [undated], 60: 3

UKRAINE: Head of State
President's standard, 114: 16

UKRAINE: Navy
Distinguishing flags, 95: 1
New ensign, 75/76: 12; 84: 11
Ukraine expands its flag collection, 90: 5-6; revised and corrected, 95: 1
Chief of Staff flag, 100: 10
UKRAINE: Political flags
[Flags displayed at a demonstration in Kiev], 150: 15
UKRAINE: Regions: Krym Republic
New flag and emblem, 73: 8-9
UKRAINE: Social flags
National Metallurgical Academy, 117: 8
UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
Formed as Union of ... [from Abu Dhabi, Ajman, Dubai, Sharjah, Umm al Qaiwan and Fujairah], 3: 6
Comes into existence, 4: 8
Now United Arab Emirates, 5: 1
National flag, 5: 1
National emblem, 10: 3
[Flags of constituent emirates], 66/67: 9
Aircraft markings, 148: 6-7
Unity symbolised: the Flag Procession Initiative and the UAE by Jason Frost, 151: 18-19
UNITED KINGDOM: Air Force Flags
Aircraft markings, 129: 6-7; 131: 19
47 Squadron, 1919, 35: 4
Flag flown by RE8 "Sheffield," 45: 6; 126: 6
Flags in the air [Red Arrows], 153: 7
Marine craft ensign, 49: 4
The Mini-RAF Ensign, 133: 12
Royal Flying Corps banner, 49: 5-6
RAF ensigns and colours, 101: 17-18
RAF Wing Commander, 136: 15
Royal Air Force Ensign proposal 1919, 148: 1
UNITED KINGDOM: Anglo-Saxons
The first English standard by W.G. Crampton, 8: 1–2
UNITED KINGDOM: Aviation
Civil air ensign, 101: 17-18; 132: 1-2
UNITED KINGDOM: Books reviewed
Bartram, Graham, British flags and emblems, 111: 1-2
UNITED KINGDOM: Channel Islands
This sceptred isle, pt. 1: the Norman Conquest and its surviving vexillological heritage, 99: 8-9
The Channel Islands: an historical overview, 127: 6-7
Duke of Normandy and Lord of Man: the Crown Dependencies, 142: 13
Channel Island flag regulations during the WWII German occupation by Andreas Herzfeld, 157: 14
Alderney, 99: 8-9; 127: 6-7; new Blue Ensign, 125: 15
Breqhou, 1: 8; 99: 8-9; 127: 6-7
Guernsey, civil ensign, 48: 1; 99: 8-9; new flag and flag history, 47: 1–6; 127: 6-7; police flag, 57: 4; flag from 1940 returned, 117: 13
Herm, flag, HS3: 7–8; new flag, 43: 1; 99: 8-9; 127: 6-7
Jersey, Do flags still matter?, 92: 10; letter re origins of saltire, 36: 5; new flag and arms, 35: 1-3; 127: 6-7; new Blue Ensign granted, 93: 15-16; 99: 8-9
Jethou, HS3: 7-8; 127: 6-7
Sark, 1: 8; 127: 6-7; Seigneur of Sark new personal banner, 69: 11; 99: 8-9

UNITED KINGDOM: Civic flags For historic counties (i.e. those no longer a unit of local government) see under UNITED KINGDOM: England, Scotland or Wales
Bristol 600, 11/12: 12
Bromham (Wilts), 133: 14
Calne (Wilts), 132: 12
Chester civic flag, HS3: 8
Civic flags [Bootle, Blackpool, Redbridge, Bradford, Salisbury, Newport, Plymouth], 1: 2-6; 2: 2
Cleveland County Council, 18: 8
Dover (Kent), 53: 2
Finchfield (Staffordshire), 136: 6
Flore (Northants), 142: 16-21
Gedling [Notts], 19/FIB1: CF1
Hertsmere (Hertfordshire), 153: 7
London, 142: 16-21
Marlow (Bucks) [cutting], 34: 6
Maybole (Strathclyde), 55: 6
New Forest District Council, 17: 9
Petersfield (Hants), 130: 19; 142: 16-21
Portland (Dorset), 142: 16-21
The Victory flag [Portsmouth], 78: 11
Preston (Lancs), 142: 16-21
Rutland, 99: 7
Sefton MBC, 16: 7
City of Westminster, HS4: 6
Wing (Bucks), 54: 2
Wolverhampton, 117: 12
Wroxtan (Oxon), 130: 19; 142: 16-21

UNITED KINGDOM: Colonies
Sorting out the colonies: new flags for old possessions, 82: 1-4
Flag changes in the United Kingdom: new flags created, 142: 10-11

UNITED KINGDOM: Display and use
And the winner is ...!, 129: 12
Anti-theft measures in Kidderminster, 115: 12
Are they learning - at last?, 130: 13
At last! Freedom to fly flags, 144: 1-2
Brexit, 157: 6; Brexit fall-out, 160: 16-17
Authority to fly flags (or lack of it), 100: 18
Changes in flag usage in Britain, 142: 12
Charlie Hebdo tributes, 153: 6
County flags to fly at government department, 137: 12-13
Diamond Jubilee, 134: 13; 142: 1-2; 143: 13; 144: 12
Did the Union Jack conquer Everest in 1924?, 96: 15
Do we owe an apology?, 139: 12
Don't show the Union Flag, 143: 12
Embassy flies wooden flag!, 141: 12
[Etiquette of display of EU Members' flags], 90: 13
European Union flag, controversy over, 133: 16; in Chichester, 102: 19; in Shrewsbury, 115: 12; a 'national' flag, 121: 13-14; on car number plates, 129: 12; flying by Government departments, 143: 13
Even with the very best of intentions, 133: 13
False flag operation [controversy over imitation ISIS flag], 154: 7
First-ever colour film had a flag [i.e. a Union Flag], 117: 19
Flag accidentally burned, 149: 12
Flag 'desecration' punished, 140: 13
Flag flying days, 'controversy', 112: 14
Flag shocker on Remembrance Sunday, 149: 12
A flagpole in every garden?, 119: 12
Flags at half-mast [after the death of Scottish First Minister], 100: 13
Flags at half-mast in Dover, 75/76: 20
Flags at the headquarters of the International Maritime Organisation, 141: 15
Flag display in Shakespeare's land [Stratford-on-Avon], 10: 4ff, 7
Flags at a summer party, 140: 15
Flags in advertisements, 109: 12; 126: 12
Flags in ceremonies [Casting the Colour, Riding the Marches, Swan-upping, Blenheim Castle], 3: 7-8
Flags in the news, 89: 12; 96: 16
Flags in the (old) news, 131: 14
Flying Union Flag on Parliament buildings, 129: 15
Gay flag flies again on police stations, 132: 12
Golden Jubilee, 105: 12; 106: 10-11, 12
Gordon scores another double, 130: 12-13
Government expenditure on displays on St George's Day and Europe Day, 117: 12

The Great Flag Hijack! And its even greater failure!, 142: 26-27
Hull City of Culture 2017, 158: 6-7
'Improving' Britain's image, 86: 11
The Inglefield clip, 122: 8
Irish flag-flap in Yorkshire, 120: 13-14
It only took eight years!, 131: 14
Last night of the Proms, 113: 12; 133: 12-13; 137: 12
LED 'flags' in Bridington, 134: 13
Local and regional flags, controversy over planning legislation, 115: 13
London, flags in, 6th-7th July 2005, 117: 13
London Police in gay flag flap, 130: 13
Massive display of patriotic emblems, 68: 8
Mistake or malice? [flags as racist statements, and the perils of misidentification] 113: 12; 114: 12; 116: 12
A new national flag for the UK [treatment of EU flag under planning legislation], 99: 15; 115: 14; 119: 13
New regulations for flag flying proposed in England, 124: 14, 17
Nottingham and Chester Flag Festivals, 11/12: 15–16, 18
Olympic flag usage, 128: 14
Once a jolly flagman, 98: 14-15
Papal visit produces flagfest, 137: 13
Parliamentary flag exchange, 154: 5-6
'Patriots' get it wrong, 132: 12
Pennants and vimpels, 110: 18
Quds Day demonstration 2017, 158: 7
RHA gets it wrong - for two years!, 132: 13
Royal standard on a houseboat?, 145: 12
Rugby World Cup victory celebrations, 111: 13
Saddled with the flag, 98: 16
Sarah Brown goes pink, 132: 14
Saudi king's death provokes half-masting row by Tom Randall, 153: 1
Schools, flag flying in, proposed, 118: 15
Settle [North Yorkshire] puts out the flags, 109: 13; 110: 9-11
State visit of Lech Wałensa, 68: 9
Stranger than usual flagfest at the Proms, 107: 13
Tallest flagpole in Wales?, 108: 18
Team GB Olympic kit!, 143: 12
RMS Titanic, 91: 12
Trafalgar celebrations, 118: 8-9, 10-11
Union Jack burnt in demonstration, 112: 12
Union Jack voted down by Derry Council [cutting], 41: 8
Usage of Union Flag, 90: 13; 114: 14; 121: 2
Various disputes over flag-flying, 52: 7; 104: 25-26; 127: 14-15; 128: 12-13; 130: 13; 132: 12; 140: 12-13; 141: 13; 143: 9
Virgin to fly the flag, 86: 11
VJ Day celebrations in London, 80: 10–11
Where did you get that hat?, 158: 7
The World Cup in York, 136: 14
UNITED KINGDOM: Display and use: book reviews
New Flag Institute publication: Flying flags in the United Kingdom, 136: 9
UNITED KINGDOM: England
Children in flag storm, 96: 15-16
County flags in the news, 122: 12-13
County flags to fly at government department, 137: 12-13
Devolution in England: vexillological problem or opportunity, 88: 6; 96: 6; 122: 12
Early striped English ensigns, 134: 1-2
England flag misidentified, 113: 12
English county flags, 92: 1-2; 121: 14; 127: 1-3
English Heritage, 52: 6
Flags for the Mary Rose, 38: 1–3
Flags and arms of metropolitan councils, 52: 4–6; 53: 4–5
Football World Cup displays, 121: 3
Historic County Flag Day 2019, 159: 20-21
New regulations proposed, 124: 14, 17
Rugby World Cup victory celebrations, 111: 13
St George's flag, 104: 21; 109: 13; 112: 18-19; 113: 13; 127: 14; 130: 14; 131: 20; 132: 15; replaced by European Union flag, 111: 12; alleged to be 'racist', 118: 14
This Sceptered Isle 2 [coats of arms from the Caerlaverock Roll, 1300], 100: 14-15
World Cup stamps, 106: 9
Individual historic counties and regions:
Provincial flags in the UK [East Anglia, Mercia, Northumbria, Ulster, Wessex], 155: 11-13
Recent county flag registrations [Bedfordshire, Cambridgeshire, Flintshire, Merioneth, Norfolk, Surrey], 154: 14-17
From the Flag Registry [Caterham, Cromford, Four Elms], 157: 16-17
From the Flag Registry [Berkshire, Cinque Ports, Bloxwich], 158: 18-19
From the Flag Registry [Hampshire, Oxfordshire, Suffolk], 159: 13-15
Berkshire proposal, 127: 3
Black Country, proposed 138: 8-10; adopted, 144: 13; in song, by Brian Dakin, 157: 3-4; 'offensive', 155: 5
Buckinghamshire, 142: 16-21
Cornwall, HS3: 2–5; 127: 1; 129: 15; 142: 16-21; A Cornish civil ensign?, 87: 11; 88: 13; 100: 19; Cornish-Australian flag, 133: 15
Cumberland, 146: 14
Derbyshire, 121: 16; 122: 12; 123: 18; 127: 1; 142: 16-21
Devon, 108: 7; 127: 1; 142: 16-21
Dorset, 121: 14; 126: 5; 127: 3; 128: 13; 142: 16-21
Essex, 127: 1
Gloucestershire, 127: 1; 142: 16-21
Hampshire, 111: 14; 129: 12
Hertfordshire, 142: 16-21
Huntingdonshire proposal, 127: 3; 142: 16-21
Isle of Wight, 139: 12; 142: 16-21
Kent, 127: 1; 142: 16-21
Lancashire, 102: 19; 107: 14; 127: 1, 142: 16-21
Lincolnshire, 117: 3; 118: 14; 121: 14; 127: 1, 142: 16-21
Middlesex, 127: 3; 142: 16-21
Northumberland, 127: 3; 142: 16-21
Northamptonshire, 152: 1-3
Nottinghamshire, 138: 13; 139: 16; 142: 16-21
Rutland, 142: 16-21
Scilly Isles, 108: 18-19; 127: 1; 142: 16-21
Somerset, 90: 15; 148: 8
Suffolk proposal, 127: 3
Sussex proposal, 127: 3; 142: 16-21
Wessex, 132: 13-14
Wiltshire, 122: 12, 14; 125: 4; 133: 13; 142: 16-21
UNITED KINGDOM: Ethnic flags
Rasta Union Flag, 100: 13
Roma flag flap in Aberystwyth, 141: 13
The raven banner of the Vikings: an update, 131: 4

UNITED KINGDOM: Flag manufacture and manufacturers
Long-standing flag company [Porter Brothers] falls to the recession, 130: 12; not dead after all!, 131: 13

UNITED KINGDOM: Government flags
The flag of the UK Supreme Court, 137: 1-2
Flags of Civil Defence and of National Fire Service, 93: 20
Consular flag, after Istanbul bombing, 111: 12
Coastguard Ensign, 16: 7; 17: 7
Military attaché flag, 36: 4
National Fire Service College, 59: 6
National Savings Movement, 1: 6–7
The Royal Mail pennant by Tom Adams, 152: 16-17
Speaker of the House of Commons, 25: NF3

UNITED KINGDOM: Fantasy states
'Republic of Sealand', HS1: 4; HS2: 12; HS3: 9; 106: 6-7
National flag as the 51st State of the USA, 50: 6-7

UNITED KINGDOM: Heraldry
Duchess of Cornwall, 117: 16
Prince and Princess of Wales, 36: 4
Grant of arms to Zephyr Flags and Banners, 55: 6
This Sceptered Isle 2 [coats of arms from the Caerlaverock Roll, 1300], 100: 14-15
This Sceptered Isle 3: [English royal heraldry, 1189-1603], 101: 4-5

UNITED KINGDOM: House flags: Companies
House flags then and now, 89: 5-7; 91: 8-9; 93: 8–9; 95: 8–9; 97: 1-2; 99: 12-13
BAE Systems advertising flag, 139: 15
British Airways, 19/FIB1: NF3; amended, 20/FIB2: NF4
House flags of the Central Electricity Generating Board and its successor organisations, 69: 7-8
Company of Scotland trading to Africa and the Indies, 25: R5
Honourable East India Company, 123: 17
Karran Fleet, 113: 5
Sealink, 44: 6
Titanic [White Star Line], 91: 12

UNITED KINGDOM: Isle of Man
Flags of the Isle of Man, HS1: 6-7; HS2: 12; HS4: 8
Merchant ensign, 3: 4
Customs and Police flags, 56: 3
Flags of the Manx Karran Fleet, 113: 4
Flag mistaken for Nazi flag by German football steward, 121: 13
Duke of Normandy and Lord of Man: the Crown Dependencies, 142: 13
UNITED KINGDOM: Legislation
The Flag Act: what it could be like, what it should be like, 81: 6–11

UNITED KINGDOM: Libraries
Chris Rickard, Communications Library, HMS Collingwood, 151: 12

UNITED KINGDOM: Lundy
Outer Britain: Lundy, HS3: 5–6

UNITED KINGDOM: Maritime flags
Across the Seven Seas, 101: 9-11
Ensigns which never happened, 141: 2
Farewell to an old friend: P&O flag to disappear, 122: 15
The Green Ensign of Ireland, 101: 20; 143: 1-2
What happened to the 'King's Pennant'?, 134: 17
Merchant Navy Day [3 September 2000], 100: 13
Merchant ship jacks by Bruce Nicolls, 58: 6-8
On a personal note [ensign], 91: 13
Royal Fleet Auxiliary, 120: 15
RMS Titanic, 91: 12
Flags of Trinity House past and present, 129: 4-5

UNITED KINGDOM: Maritime flags: Books reviewed
Purves, Alec, Flags for ship modellers, 41: 7
Wilson, T., Flags at sea, 50: 8

UNITED KINGDOM: Military flags
1994 commemoration of Operation Overlord, 77: 5–7
Army Ensign, 8: 2
British Army command flags of World War II, 92: 16
English Civil war flags projects, 26: 6
English Civil War: the missing banners by Barry Denton, 43: 5–6
English Civil war standard auctioned, 116: 14
Flag raising ceremony of 42nd Infantry Brigade [cutting], 42: 6
Flags of units in Falklands War [Blues and Royals, Guards, Royal Marines], 38: 5
Flags of 35th London and 11th Denbighshire Home Guard, 93: 20
Germany after the surrender [Control Commission Germany], 78: 2
Military flags survey: some preliminary findings by W.G. Crampton, 8: 7–9
Flag of 2nd Battalion, Mobile Defence Corps, 95: 20
News from the Gulf, 66/67: 9
Royal Armoured Corps, 16: 7
Royal Regiment of Fusiliers, 17: 9
New colours presented to the Royal Regiment of Scotland, 140: 11, 15
[SACSEA and 14th Army], 79: 6
Unidentified colour in the Musée des Invalides, 4: 8
Union Flag removed from uniforms of Army units in Northern Ireland, 111: 13
Unit flags housed in museum at York, 55: 5
'Our dear old rags': regimental colours at Waterloo by Ian Sumner, 154: 8-11
Waterloo 200 commemorations by Malcolm Farrow, 155: 7-9
Welsh military units [Welsh Guards, Royal Welch Fusiliers, Welsh Brigade],
West Indian regimental colours re-created, 151: 1-2, 20
What do we do with the decaying historic regimental colours in our churches
by John Hall & Rachel Phelan, 161: 37

UNITED KINGDOM: Military flags: Books reviewed
Geddes, James D., Colours of British regiments, vol. 3: militia, fencibles, volunteers, local militia, 107: 3
Johnson, S.C., Flags of our fighting army, 15: 9
Lemonofides, Dino, British infantry colours, 2: 8-9
Potter, R. & Embleton, G.A., English Civil War, 15: 9
Simkin, P. & Gibbs, B., The Guards, 8: 8
Sumner, Ian, British colours and standards 1747-1881, 105: 4
Wise, T., Flags of the Napoleonic Wars 1-2, 24: NB1
Wise, T., Military flags of the world 1618-1900, 24: NB1

UNITED KINGDOM: National flag
The Bicentenary a non-event?, 101: 19; 103: 20, 22
Banned in Glasgow citizenship ceremonies, 111: 12
'British-Irish Union Flag', 147: 15
The British Union Flag: a short history, 101: 2
Britopia: suggestions for variations on the Union Flag, 132: 16-17
Construction sheet: Union Flag (national and naval variant), 101: 14
The first British Commonwealth 1649-1660 by John Cartledge, 146: 4-5;
148: 4-5

The first colour representation of the Union Flag of 1801, 101: 15
'Found – first drawings of the Union Flag', 96: 3
400 years of the Union Flag 1606-2006, 120: 1-2
'Irish Union Flag', 131: 13
New designs proposed, 55: 8; 56: 8; 110: 12
A new national flag for the UK [treatment of EU flag under planning legislation], 99: 15
Progress in Britain – at last?, 124: 12; Flag Bill gets initial reading, 126: 14
Proportions of the Union Flag by Bruce Nicolls, 119: 19
Proposed remedy for flying flag upside down, 114: 13
Removed from uniforms of Army units in Northern Ireland, 111: 13
Role in patriotism lessons, 126: 13
Symmetrical Union Flag, 134: 12; 134: 13
'Three to Five, or, Shape Matters' by Malcolm Farrow, 129: 2
The Union Flag 1801-2001, 101: 1
The Union Flag and Scottish independence, 151: 6-7
Variant in Rastafarian colours, 100: 13
Version in reversed colours, 101: 16
Victory for the Flag Institute, 134: 3
Weird 'Union Flags' we have seen, 132: 17

UNITED KINGDOM: National flag: Books reviewed
Union Flag or Union Jack? by David Lister, 150: 3

UNITED KINGDOM: Naval flags
Trafalgar celebrations, 118: 8-9
The Inglefield clip by Malcolm Farrow, 122: 8

UNITED KINGDOM: Naval flags: Books reviewed
Donald, Alastair J., *The story of colours in the Royal Marines*, 102: 30
*Lord Howe's signals and instructions for the ships of war 1776*, 64/65: 15–16
Purves, Alec, *Flags for ship modellers*, 41: 7
*Sailing and fighting instructions for HM Fleet 1775* ...reviewed, 64/65: 15
Wilson, T., *Flags at sea*, 50: 8

UNITED KINGDOM: Naval flags: Ensigns
Britain's oldest surviving naval flag was saved for the nation, 130: 1
Construction sheet: Union Flag (national and naval variant), 101: 14
Ensign registered as a commercial logo, 121: 15
Flag of HMS *Spartiate* flown at Trafalgar, 133: 1-2
Flags and Royal standard aboard HMS *Britannia*, 90: 14
Flags for the *Mary Rose*, 38: 1–3
HMS *Lancaster* in Bermuda - oops!
Order of the Wooden Flag, 91: 14
'New ensign proposed', 110: 13
Piece of HMS *Victory*’s ensign of 1805 sold, 114: 12

UNITED KINGDOM: Naval flags: Other flags
The mast of HMS *Ganges*, 133: 20
Nelson's signal at Trafalgar, 117: 1-2
Queen’s Colour of the Royal Navy, 51: 5
Return of the semaphore, 118: 10-11
Royal Fleet Auxiliary, 120: 15; Queen's colour of, 127: 1-2
Royal Naval Supply and Transport Service, 63: 8
Squadron commander's pennant, 50: 5
Two white mice, 150: 1
Vice-Admiral of the UK, 143: 15

UNITED KINGDOM: Naval flags: Royal Marines
Flags of the Royal Marines by Malcolm Farrow, 69: 9–11
New Royal Marines unit flag, 138: 1
Royal Marines lead the way, 80: 1–4

UNITED KINGDOM: Northern Ireland
Civil Rights Association, 10: 3
Controversial legislation of 1954, 46: 5
Section of Anglo-Irish Accord re flag-flying, 52: 7
Flags used at a Republican demonstration, 20/FIB2: PC2
Flags reported, 93: 12
Further flag controversies in Northern Ireland, 151: 13
Irish tricolour over Stormont by Samuel McKittrick, 154: 6; 155: 6
A new flag for Northern Ireland by Martin J. Ball, 80: 4–6
New flag uproar in Northern Ireland, 146: 1-2
Polish flags burned in Belfast, 144: 14
Sinn Fein bans the Union Flag, 97: 16
Ulster Defence Association, 10: 3
Ulster Workers' Council, 14: 7
Union Flag removed from uniforms of Army units in Northern Ireland, 111: 13
Vanguard Movement, 9: 3
UNITED KINGDOM: Personal flags
Revd Anthony Hathaway-Taylor, **141**: 15
Another Shackleton flag, **107**: 12
_E mare libertas_: a story of war, treachery and a flag - the flags of Sealand by
Christopher Ellis, **106**: 6–7
Flags of the British Antarctic Expedition (1910-1913) by Malcolm Good, **156**: 10-13; **157**: 12-13
Historic howler, **107**: 13
Manorial flag provokes outrage, **97**: 15
Scottish clan standards, **20/FIB2**: NF3

UNITED KINGDOM: Personal heraldry: Books reviewed
Chesshyre, Hubert, _Garter banners of the nineties_, **115**: 3
McGill, Pat & Jones, Jonathan, _Standards, badges and livery colours of the Wars of the Roses_, **71**: 10–11

UNITED KINGDOM: Political flags
British Movement, **32**: 2; corrected, **34**: 6
General Election 2015, **154**: 4-5
Our blackshirt legions [British Union of Fascists, etc] by Brian L. Davis, **61**: 1–4; **63**: 5–7
Stop Press [Liberal Party], **HS1**: 8
Political party flags [National Union of Fascists, Co-operative Party], **HS1**: 4–6
Right wing organisations, **44**: 3–5; **45**: 4–6; **61**: 1–4; **63**: 5–7
Women's Social and Political Union, **23/FIB5**: R1

UNITED KINGDOM: Political flags: Dissidents
Flags for a British Republic, **66/67**: 10

UNITED KINGDOM: Political flags: Separatists
Cornish nationalists, **HS3**: 2–5
Scottish National Party, **19/FIB1**: NF1
Shetland Nationalists, **1**: 8
Vectis [Isle of Wight] 'nationalists', **1**: 8
Welsh nationalists, **HS2**

UNITED KINGDOM: Regions
County and Regional flags, **90**: 15
Is English devolution coming?, **96**: 6
New flag stamps, **96**: 14
East Anglia, **HS3**: 7; **HS4**: 7; **127**: 3
A new [London] Assembly, a new Mayor, but where’s the flag?, **98**: 17; **100**: 18
London City State flag by Philip Tibbetts, **161**: 19-21
A flag for Mercia, **103**: 3
North East England, **103**: 15
North West may get flag, **111**: 14

UNITED KINGDOM: Religious flags
Dean and Chapter of St Paul's, London, **11/12**: 11
Union Flag variant in Rastafarian colours, **100**: 13
The Fetternear banner, **101**: 12-13

UNITED KINGDOM: Royal flags
Some thoughts and queries on Royal standards by David Drake-Brockman,
Royal flags of the United Kingdom and Commonwealth, 93: 10-11
Standard to vanish from Buckingham Palace?, 111: 13
The standard of King Richard III 1482-85, 147: 1
New record price for Polar flag [Queen Alexandra], 97: 14, 16
Standard of Queen Mary, 134: 15
Her late Majesty, Queen Elizabeth the Queen Mother 1900-2002, 105: 5; 106: 12
The colours of Royalty: the standards of Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and her family, 142: 14-15
HRH the Duke of Edinburgh, 142: 24-25
Queen's Silver Jubilee 1977 emblem, 19/FIB1: NF1; 142: 8-9
Flags for a Jubilee [Golden Jubilee], 104: 19
Golden Jubilee celebrations, 105: 3; 106: 11; 134: 13; 142: 22-23
Queen's Standards for various Commonwealth countries, 59: 2
Prince of Wales flag for use in Scotland, 19/FIB1: NF3
Diana, Princess of Wales: vexillology of a funeral, 87: 12-13
Duchess of Cornwall goes wooden, 131: 12
Arms of the Duke and Duchess of Cambridge, 149: 15
UNITED KINGDOM: Scotland
Controversy over flag flying rules for Saltire, 114: 13
Culloden flag goes on show, 136: 1
Devolution or revolution?, 88: 1-5
Donald Trump in surprise victory, 158: 5
Exact colour of flag debated, 106: 13
The Fetternear banner, 101: 12-13
Flag code proposed, 114: 3
Flag display at Erskine Bridge, 105: 13-14
Flags at half-mast [after the death of Scottish First Minister], 100: 13
Flag on babies' bibs, 123: 13
Italian flag festival in Edinburgh, 112: 14
The Lion Rampant and the Saltire – the two Scottish flags – explained by James Floyd, 160: 18-20
New flag stamps, 96: 14
Proposed change to flag, 119: 13-14
St Andrew goes purple, 129: 13
Saltire-Yes! Union Flag-No!, 125: 12
Scottish National Party, 19/FIB1: NF1
Scottish Parliament flag, 105: 13
Scottish Royal standard, 91: 12; 141: 15
Shetland Nationalists, 1: 8
Union Flag banned in Glasgow citizenship ceremonies, 111: 12
Individual counties:
From the Flag Registry [Barra, East Lothian, South Uist, Sutherland, Tiree], 159: 13-15
A flag for Caithness, 156: 4
Orkneys, 124: 5; 127: 3; 142: 16-21
Shetland, 50: 5; 52: 1-2; 53: 8; 104: 8; 142: 16-21; flag adopted, 116: 13; 127: 3
Skye, **161**: 9

UNITED KINGDOM: Social flags

- Battersea power station, **7**: 3
- British Mensa Society, **8**: 3
- Churcher's College flag, **136**: 7
- Clean beach flag, **55**: 3
- Dormansland Primary School, Surrey, **109**: 14
- Far East Prisoners of War Association flag, **133**: 14
- Gay flag row in London, **117**: 14; in Portsmouth, **126**: 13
- Lymington Community Association, **6**: 1–2
- Maritime Volunteer Service, **89**: 14
- MOTH [Memorable Order of Tin Hats] banner, **130**: 15
- The Men of Kent (and Kentish Men) adopt a flag, **HS4**: 6–7
- Flags of the NAAFI and ENSA, **95**: 20
- The Poppy Flag by Helen Rogers, **153**: 20
- Swan-upping flags, **136**: 15
- Trade Union banners, **10**: 1–2
- Union Flag variant in Rastafarian colours, **100**: 13
- The Victory flag, **78**: 11

UNITED KINGDOM: Social flags: Books reviewed

- Emery, Norman, *Banners of the Durham coalfield*, **104**: 3

UNITED KINGDOM: Social flags: Youth organisations

- Princess Margaret as President of the Girl Guides' Association, **2**: 6
- Girl Guides County standards, **112**: 9–11

UNITED KINGDOM: Sports flags: Cricket

- County cricket club flags, **105**: 15; **109**: 20; **111**: 15

UNITED KINGDOM: Sports flags: Football

- Football is flag-blind, not colour blind [Watford FC], **96**: 15

UNITED KINGDOM: Sports flags: Mountaineering

- Did the Union Jack conquer Everest in 1924?, **96**: 15; More on Mallory, **96**: 15

UNITED KINGDOM: Sports flags: Olympics

- London 2012 flag concern, **136**: 12
- Developments in London 2012, **137**: 15
- London Olympics 2012 Flag News, **140**: 14
- Flags of the XXX Olympiad - London 2012, **144**: 10–11
- The Olympic torch, **144**: 12

UNITED KINGDOM: Sports flags: Recreational boating

- Hartlepool Yacht Club burgee, **129**: 18
- The question of racing flags considered by RYA [cutting], **19/FIB1**: CF1

UNITED KINGDOM: Wales

- [Armorial banners], **HS2**: 2–6
- CADW (Welsh Historic Monuments), **58**: 4
- The colours [i.e. white and green], **HS2**: 7
- Devolution or revolution?, **88**: 1–5
- Extra flagpole at Welsh Assembly, **102**: 24
- Flags at the Investiture [of the Prince of Wales], **HS2**: 9–10; **HS3**: 12
- Flags confiscated at football match, **108**: 14
- Flags in the news, **95**: 14; **96**: 17; **103**: 21
Flags of Wales, HS2: 2–12
National flag, HS2: 8–9; 142: 3; new style of representation of dragon reported, 20/FIB2: PC4; the red dragon, HS2: 6–7; return of the droopy dragon, 98: 14; alternatives to, 102: 6-7; used as a jack in England, 106: 13; used in alleged 'hate crime', 121: 12; Welsh flag is 'sign of Satan', 124: 12; flown in Ohio, 125: 12
New flag stamps, 96: 14
Other Welsh flags [the Church in Wales, Welsh nationalists, Welsh military units], HS2: 10–11
Owain Glyndwr's flag, 118: 16
Welsh Fisheries by Jos Poels, 160: 8-10
Welsh Patagonian flag, 110: 14-15
Individual counties:
Anglesey, 150: 4-5
Brecknockshire, 150: 4-5
Caernarfonshire, 142: 16-21; 150: 4-5
Flintshire, 150: 4-5
Glamorgan, 150: 4-5
Gwynedd County Council, 49: 3
Monmouthshire, 141: 3; 142: 16-21; 150: 4-5
Pembrokeshire, 60: 6; 127: 3; 150: 4-5
UNITED KINGDOM: Wales: Books reviewed
Twigg, Aeres, Y Ddraig Goch / The Red Dragon, 105: 4
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Air Force flags
Aircraft markings, 129: 6-7; 131: 19; 133: 18-19
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Books reviewed
Smith, Whitney, Flag book of the United States, HS4: 10
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Civic flags
The Good, the Bad and the Seriously Ugly: NAVA Survey identifies best and worst US civic flags, 114: 8-12
Some new American civic flags: are they improving?, 129: 17
Annandale (Va), 122: 14
Canton (Miss), 140: 13
Mesa (Az), 116: 15
North Pole (Ak), 130: 12
Portland, Oregon, gets a new flag - thanks to Flag Institute members, 110: 1-2
Roswell (NM), 116: 15
Tahlequah (Ok), 120: 14
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Civic flags: Books reviewed
Purcell, John M. et al., American city flags, 112: 17
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Display and use
Van T. Barfoot, 144: 13
Children and the flag, 135: 10
Controversy over which flag hoisted on September 11th, 104: 22; flag goes missing, 107: 12
Double mourning?, 145: 13
The drop box, 149: 12
Flags carried by H.M. Stanley, 106: 13
Faults in manufacture, 106: 17; such a flag on display, 126: 12
Flag flap in Victoryville, California, 139: 13
The flag in the past, 135: 26-27
Flags attached to cars, 109: 12
Flags in memory of 9/11: 10th anniversary recalls the atrocity, 141: 20
Flying flags at half-mast regulations amended, 124: 15
Independence Day display, 144: 15
9/11 flag at victim's funeral, 138: 11
Not only in Britain, 134: 12-13
One small step for vexillology, 77: 1–4
Painted horse, 114: 16
The Ryder Cup, 145: 13
Size of proposed flag pole in Florida, 123: 13-14
Swastika or Magen David? Decisions! Decisions?, 148: 14
This is getting boring!, 133: 14
US/EU flag cartoon, 146: 13
US flags stolen from veterans' graves, 144: 13
White flag over Brooklyn Bridge, 151: 13-14
The 'wrong way round'? 97: 18
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Ethnic flags
  African-American Flag in demonstration, 99: 15
  New flag for Francophone Americans, 107: 13-14
  Proposed Creole Heritage Flag, 121: 17
  Flag of an Italian-American association, 132: 6-7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Ethnic flags: Native Americans
  A flag of the Abenaki Nation, 131: 15
  Alcatraz protest flag 1969, 126: 9
  Clatsop-Nehalem Confederated Tribes of Oregon, 134: 15
  Comanche Nation, in Iraq, 125: 19
  Flag designer honoured by NAVA, 114: 13
  The flag of Tecumseh, 147: 8
  Flags flown by units during American Civil War, 114: 15; 115: 3
  Healing Lodge of the Seven Nations, 112: 4-5
  Lewis and Clark Bicentennial, 119: 9-11
  Native American embassy proposed, 119: 12
  Native American flags, 107: 12
  The siege of Wounded Knee, 10: 4
  The United Confederation of Taino People, 144: 8
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Ethnic flags: Books reviewed
  Healy, Donald T., Flags of the native peoples of the United States [special issue of Raven], 90: 16
  Healy, Donald T., Flags of the native peoples of the United States [wallchart], 87: 15
  Healy, Donald T. & Orenski, Peter J., Native American flags, 111: 7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Government flags
  Plate, dated 1920s, 118: 19-20
  US Efficiency flag (for war factories), 95: 20
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Maritime flags
  As others saw it, 135: 8-9
'In the beginning ...', 135: 4-5
Variations on a theme, 135: 6-7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Maritime flags: Books reviewed
Purves, Alec, Flags for ship modellers, 41: 7
Wilson, T., Flags at sea, 50: 8
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Military flags
Custer flag sold for $2.2m, 138: 12
Flags flown by Native American units during Civil War, 114: 15; 115: 3; 116: 16
'In the beginning ...', 135: 4-5
National service flag of the USA, 146: 16-17
Plate, dated 1920s, 118: 19-20
Variations on a theme, 135: 6-7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Military flags: Books reviewed
Kemp, Alan, American soldiers of the Revolution, 7: 9
Wise, T., Military flags of the world 1618-1900, 24: NB1
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Museums
The House of Flags Museum by Robert M. Williamson, 138: 16-17
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: National flags
12-star flag in Fillmore home, 150: 12
42-star example, 110: 6
'Betsy Ross' first Stars and Stripes, 132: 15
Contest to design a complicated flag-raising device, 104: 21
Continental union: the 48-star flag, 135: 22-23
The Cowpens flag - yes or no?, 150: 13
Desecration controversies, 88: 10; 109: 12, 13
Exceptionally large examples, 109: 13
The flag today, 135: 28
Frank vs Betsy - who really started it?, 135: 2-3
From a constellation to a galaxy, 135: 14-15
Funeral flag of President Abraham Lincoln, 148: 15
The galaxy of fifty, 135: 24
Golden jubilee of the 50-star flag, 130: 12
The Great Western Surge, 135: 16-17
Historic flags of the United States: an illustrated glance, 122: 16
Monochrome US flag, 150: 3
The parade of stars begins, 135: 13
'Resolved, that the flag of the United States be ...', 135: 1-2
The Star-Spangled Banner, 135: 11
Was this the first [flag from all-American materials], 103: 11
Was America's name first uttered on Prospect Hill on New Year's Day 1776?
by Byron DeLear, 152: 14-15
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: National flag: Books reviewed
Allegheny Trails Council, Broad stripes and bright stars, 6: 7
Manning, John R., The story of Old Glory reviewed, 6: 7
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Naval flags
Plate, dated 1920s, 118: 19-20
Return of the rattlesnake [jack], 107: 15
US Navy boat flags by David Martucci, 108: 8-10
USS The Sullivans, 109: 14
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: Naval flags: Books reviewed
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